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Chapter 1: Introduction
Since the beginning of this century, nanotechnology has become a very relevant research field
due to its ability to provide many resources for different applications such as environmental,
industrial, and medical [1-3]. The study of magnetic nanoparticles for medical applications, such
as diagnosis, tissue repair, drug delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and magnetic
hyperthermia for cancer treatment [3-8], has become an important research field in the scientific
community due to the properties the magnetic particles present at nanometric scale.
In this thesis I will focus on the synthesis, characterization, and feasibility for cancer
treatment through magnetic hyperthermia of two different materials: Fe3O4 (magnetite) and
NixCu4-x. The study of Fe3O4 (magnetite) nanoparticles has become important since they are the
type of iron oxide that presents the best magnetic properties, size, morphology, feasibility,
nontoxicity, and dispersion enhancement through surface functionalization [9, 10]. The
superparamagnetic behavior of the magnetic nanoparticles has become of great relevance since
they can be easily manipulated by the application of an alternate current magnetic field (ACMF).
On the other hand, the relevance of the study of Ni xCu4-x reflects on the use of a ferromagnetic
material for self-regulating magnetic hyperthermia treatment (SRMH)[11].
Super paramagnetic-like iron oxide nanoparticles have been used for medical applications
for more than 20 years [12]. One of the biggest challenges that has been encountered is that the
iron oxide nanoparticles agglomerate because they are highly magnetic, making it very difficult
to get good dispersion in solutions, such as water. On the other hand, it is possible to obtain
particles of small size with very good nanometric distribution. Most of the materials have
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toxicity at nanoscale, which is why we chose to study iron oxide nanoparticles, specifically
Fe3O4 (magnetite), because they present nontoxicity and have FDA approval for MRI [12].
NixCu4-x alloys are ferromagnetic materials. The reason why we study them for magnetic
hyperthermia treatment is due to their Curie temperature (Tc). When an ACMF is applied and Tc
is achieved, the heating reaches saturation, which allows a controlled and safe application of
magnetic hyperthermia treatment. This will further be explained in more detail.
1.1 Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology refers to the methods and techniques required for the study, design, and
fabrication of new materials at a nanometric scale. 1 nanometer (nm) is the millionth part of a
millimeter (mm), this is 1x10-9 m. Figure 1[13] shows an example nanoscale to have a clearer
idea of the size of nanoparticles.

Figure 1 Nanoscale
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The development of nanomaterials provides a vast versatility in design and preparation methods
since they possess a great variety of chemical, physical, and functional properties, which allow
the enhancement of people’s daily life.
Nanomaterials have been obtained and utilized along human history. They can be found
in the stained glass windows of churches as gold nanoparticles, war instruments as nanotubes, or
decorations such as the famous cup of Lycurgus[14], which is 1600 years old. After the
conference given by Richard P. Feymann (Physics Nobel) at the American Physical Society in
1959, titled “There’s a plenty room at the bottom”, research on new nanomaterials began[14]. In
1988, Harold Kroto, Robert Curl, and Richard Smalley discovered fullerenes and in 1991, carbon
nanotubes were discovered by Sumio Iijima [15]. These advances allowed a better understanding
on the research of experimental techniques of synthesis and characterizacion of nanomaterials, as
well as the applications they have in all the science and engineering fields.
Nanoparticles (NPs) are ultrafine particles with at least one dimension in the nanoscale (1
to 500 nm). They are extremely versatile, reactive and strong compared to bulk. They can be
classified into 2 different groups: organic, like carbon nanotubes, liposomes, and fullerenes; and
inorganic, like quantum dots, metallic, and magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) [16-18]. Magnetic
nanoparticles have become very popular due to their ability to be easily manipulated by applying
an alternate current magnetic field (ACMF) and utilized in different applications.
It is of great importance to provide a detailed description of the main magnetic properties
and behaviors that nanoparticles possess to understand the different ways they can be taken
advantage of.
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1.2 Magnetic behavior
Magnetism is a property of matter that happens as a consequence of the existence of particles
with mass and charge (for example, electrons), that when they spin, they create a magnetic dipole
[19]. It is a distribution of atomic magnetic moments, whose contribution to the total magnetic
moment of a given material can be described, from a macroscopic point of view, as a volumetric
density of magnetic moment. This is called magnetization M and is given by 𝑀 =

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑉

[A/m],

which can also be expressed in terms of a vector quantity called magnetic polarization J given by
𝑑𝑀

𝐽 = 𝜇0 𝑑𝑉 = 𝜇0 𝑀

[T= V∙s/m2], where 𝜇0 is the magnetic field constant which has a value of

4π∙10-7 [V∙s/A∙m]. Both magnitudes, M and J, determine to some extent the degree of alignment
of the elemental magnetic moments in the material.
1.2.1 Magnetic induction
When a magnetic field H is applied to a material, this can be either attracted by the strong region
of the field or repelled by it. This means that a magnetic field B, called magnetic induction, is
induced in the material and it interacts with the external field H. In a general case, in which we
consider all the possible sources of B (currents, magnetized matter, …), the relation between the
magnetic induction B and the intensity of the magnetic field H is given by the next equation:
𝑩 = 𝜇𝟎 ( 𝐻 + 𝑀 ) = 𝜇 𝟎 𝐻 + 𝐽

[T=V∙s/m2]

(1)

This is one of the most important relations in the magnetism of materials. In vacuum, M and J
are equal to zero and equation (1) becomes
B = μ0H.
4

(2)

M and J are proportional to the magnetic field H.
Now, in the case of isotropic materials, in which M and J collinear (parallel to H), the next
expressions can be written:
𝑴 = 𝜒𝑯 → 𝜒 =

𝑴
𝑯

𝑱

𝑱 = 𝜒𝑯 → 𝜒 = 𝑯

(no dimensions)

(3)

(Henry/m= V∙s/A∙m)

(4)

where χ is a characteristic parameter of the material, called magnetic susceptibility, which can be
defined as the relation between the magnetic polarization of the material and the magnetic field
at which it is exposed. The magnetic susceptibility of a material can be described as its feasibility
to be magnetized by a given magnetic field H. If we now substitute equation (3) in equation (1),
we get the next expression:
𝑩 = 𝜇0 (𝑯 + 𝑴) = 𝜇0 (1 + χ)𝐇

→

𝐁 = 𝜇𝑯

[T]

(5)

where 𝜇 = 𝜇0 (1 + 𝜒) is the absolute magnetic permeability (no dimensions).
1.2.2 Classification of magnetic materials
Magnetic materials can be classified depending on the value of their magnetic susceptibility

(𝜒 =

𝑴
𝑯

). The different types of magnetic behavior are diamagnetism, paramagnetism,

ferromagnetism, anti-ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, and superparamagnetism. The general
ideas of these behaviors and the mechanisms of the phenomena the materials present will be
discussed next, based on the fact that their magnetic properties depend on their electronic
structure and the orbital movement of the electrons and their spin.
5

Diamagnetic materials
The diamagnetic materials are those whose atoms present complete atomic orbitals. Their
magnetic moments are paired and the spin of their spins compensates, which makes the atoms
magnetically neutral. The magnetic susceptibility (property that measures the degree of
magnetization when exposed to an applied external magnetic field) of these materials is slightly
negative, χ < 0, and a magnetic field applied to them will be repelled[20]. This means, the
magnetic moments align in the opposite direction of the applied magnetic field. Once the applied
magnetic field is removed, the material goes back to its neutral state. In other words, under an
applied external magnetic field H, the material is induced to a change in the orbital movement of
its electrons so the magnetic moments, associated to the induced currents, produce a very small
(≠0) magnetization. This magnetization M is opposite to the magnetic field H that causes it
(Figure 2.b), resulting in a negative susceptibility χ. When H=0 → M=0 and when H ≠ 0 → M
≠0, which translates in a linear behavior between these two magnitudes. Diamagnetic behavior is
not generally dependent on temperature.
Paramagnetic Materials
In paramagnetic materials, the spins align to the direction of the applied magnetic field because
they orient towards the lowest energy state (χ > 0, χ <<1), resulting in magnetization M ≠ 0. When
the magnetic field is removed, the spins randomly reorient and there is no remnant magnetic
behavior left. This is, when H = 0, the magnetic moments of the atoms and the spin of the
uncoupled electrons have a random orientation, which results in M = 0. The susceptibility of
paramagnetic materials depends on the temperature (T). At room temperature T and low intensity
magnetic field H, the magnetization or polarization of the material is relatively low, since there is a
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thermal oscillation effect in its atomic structure that prevents a complete alignment of the magnetic
moments. On the other hand, at low temperatures, this effect is reduced, enhancing the alignment of
the magnetic moments to the applied magnetic field, hence resulting in higher magnetization[21, 22].

Ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and antiferromagnetic materials
Ferromagnetic materials exhibit a strong magnetic behavior when submitted to an applied
magnetic field and stay magnetized once the field is removed. This is due to their crystalline
structure that allows a strong interaction between the magnetic moments. Ferromagnetic
materials present a positive susceptibility, 10 3~1011 times higher than any of the other materials
(χ>>1). Some examples of ferromagnetic materials are iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), and nickel (Ni), as
well as alloys of these materials with other elements[23], and are considered the precursors of all
magnetic materials and their applications. Ferromagnetic materials have a very wide range of
temperature at which this behavior can be present, but once they reach Curie temperature (TC,
temperature above which certain materials lose their permanent magnetic properties), they
become paramagnetic[24].
Ferrimagnetic materials are the ones in which some of the magnetic moments align with
the direction of the applied magnetic field and some others align in the opposite direction,
however, they have different magnitudes, which results in non-zero magnetization.
Antiferromagnetic materials present a magnetic behavior in which some of the magnetic
moments align with the direction of the applied magnetic field and some others in the opposite
direction in a regular pattern. Antiferromagnetism exists at sufficiently low temperatures, but
vanishes at and above Néel temperature (T N), where the material becomes paramagnetic
(analogous to Curie temperature)[25, 26].
7

These kinds of materials present a cooperative magnetic behavior with the purpose of
decreasing the magnetostatic energy, which is the potential energy produced by the external
magnetic field[27]. This behavior yields to the atomic spins having a parallel alignment in
“sections” called magnetic domains, which are separated by regions called Bloch walls. Inside
each domain, the spins are parallelly aligned, but their direction is different in each domain in a
way that all of them compensate, resulting in zero magnetization. They are randomly
oriented[28, 29]. a domain which is too big is unstable, and will divide into smaller domains. But
a small enough domain will be stable and will not split, and this determines the size of the
domains created in a material. This size depends on the balance of several energies within the
material.[3] Each time a region of magnetization splits into two domains, it creates a domain
wall between the domains, where magnetic dipoles (molecules) with magnetization pointing in
different directions are adjacent. The exchange interaction which creates the magnetization is a
force which tends to align nearby dipoles so they point in the same direction. Forcing adjacent
dipoles to point in different directions requires energy. Therefore, a domain wall requires extra
energy, called the domain wall energy, which is proportional to the area of the wall. Thus the net
amount that the energy is reduced when a domain splits is equal to the difference between the
magnetic field energy saved, and the additional energy required to create the domain wall. The
field energy is proportional to the cube of the domain size, while the domain wall energy is
proportional to the square of the domain size so, as the domains get smaller, the net energy saved
by splitting decreases. The domains keep dividing into smaller domains until the energy cost of
creating an additional domain wall is just equal to the field energy saved. Then the domains of
this size are stable. In most materials the domains are microscopic in size, around 10 −4 - 10−6
m[30]. Paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials, in which the dipoles align in response to an
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external field but do not spontaneously align, do not have magnetic domains. When the size of a
ferro or ferromagnetic material is reduced to the point where it reaches a critical size smaller than
a domain, a single domain system is generated. This change is fundamental since it yields a new
magnetic behavior: superparamagnetism[31].
Superparamagnetic materials
The superparamagnetic behavior is defined by having a high magnetic susceptibility, typical of
ferro and ferrimagnetic materials, but with the characteristic of being able to turn the spins
randomly under the influence of temperature (Curie temperature, T C), characteristic of
paramagnetism. This characteristic temperature is named after the French physicist Pierre Curie,
who discovered it in 1895, who established that the magnetic susceptibility of paramagnetic
substances depends on the inverse of the temperature, that is, that the magnetic properties change
depending on the temperature. He found that in all ferromagnets there is a decrease in
magnetization until the temperature reaches a critical value, where the magnetization becomes
equal to zero; above the Curie temperature, ferromagnets behave like paramagnetic materials.
The Curie temperature of magnetite (Fe3O4) is 858 K[32].
Superparamagnetic nanoparticles have zero coercivity (HC), this is, the necessary
magnetic field that would have to be applied to the particles to achieve demagnetization once the
saturation magnetization Ms (state in which all domains of the material are oriented in the same
direction) has been reached, is zero. Once the applied magnetic field is removed, they do not
show any magnetization. This fact is fundamental, since it implies that the nanoparticles will not
have magnetic activity until a magnetic field is applied and that the activity will be eliminated
when the applied magnetic field is removed[33].
9

Figure 2 shows the magnetic behavior dependence on susceptibility χ with change in
temperature T, whilst Figure 3 depicts the magnetization M versus an applied magnetic field H.

Figure 2 Susceptibility vs Temperature of magnetic materials

Figure 3 Magnetization vs Magnetic field

The hysteresis loop tells the history of magnetization and demagnetization of a
ferromagnetic material when submitted to an applied magnetic field, as shown in Figure 4.
a) It starts with M=0. M increases as H increases. This curve is known as first saturation
curve.
10

b) Once it reaches saturation magnetization Ms, M decreases as H decreases. The material
starts to demagnetize, following a different path than in the first curve.
c) As it can be observed, when H=0, M≠0. This means the material stayed magnetized. If
we now apply -H, the magnetic domains will orient in the opposite direction, decreasing
the magnetization of the material.
d) As –H increases, –M increases until it reaches a saturation point, just like in the first
curve but in the opposite direction.
e) Now H starts to increase, going from –H to H=0. –M decreases.
f) When –H reaches zero, the material preserves an induced magnetization. If we now apply
H, the magnetic domains align in the opposite direction, decreasing the material’s
magnetization. As H increases, -M increases until it reaches zero.
g) If H continues increasing, the material will get magnetized until the alignment of the
magnetic moments reaches its maximum. This means that, once again, we reach
saturation magnetization Ms.

Figure 4 Hysteresis loop
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The hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material can be "narrow" or "wide" depending on
the composition of the material. Materials with a narrow hysteresis loop are called soft
ferromagnetic materials and those with a wide hysteresis loop are called hard ferromagnets. Soft
materials have a low coercive force. This means that the magnetization of the material can
reverse its direction without dissipating much energy (loss of hysteresis). On the other hand, hard
materials have a very high coercive force, which means that they are very resistant to
demagnetizing, as in the case of permanent magnets[34, 35]. Figure 5 shows the hysteresis loops
of soft and hard ferromagnetic materials.
In Figure 6 we can appreciate the hysteresis loops of the magnetic behaviors we have
discussed so far.

Figure 5 Hysteresis loops of soft and hard ferromagnetic materials[36]
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Figure 6 Hysteresis loops of the different magnetic behaviors[37]

1.3 Applications of magnetic nanoparticles
It is known that when a material is brought from bulk to nanoscale, its chemical and physical
properties change. This yielded to the possibility of the use and study of nanomaterials in many
research fields. The use and applications of magnetic nanoparticles depend on several parameters
such as the precursors, the size distribution, the shape, the synthesis method, the interaction
between particles, toxicity, biocompatibility, etc. Some of the most important applications of
magnetic nanoparticles are environmental, industrial, and biomedical [38-46]. The preparation of
ferrofluids using magnetic nanoparticles has been of high relevance in biomedical applications
such as drug delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as contrast agents, and magnetic
hyperthermia treatment for cancer[47-58].
1.3.1 Magnetic hyperthermia for cancer treatment
Hyperthermia is commonly defined as an abnormal elevation of body temperature carried out
artificially by means of external medical devices. Hyperthermia is typically used to mitigate or
decrease cysts, inflammation, and pain caused by arthritis by increasing blood flow to provide
13

nutrition to the affected tissues and reduce muscle spasms. In addition, hyperthermia is applied in
cancer treatment because cancer cells are significantly vulnerable to high temperatures compared
to healthy cells. The sensitivity of cancer cells to high temperatures or heat is derived from
insufficient oxygen in their own cells due to poor blood flow in the affected region. Healthy cells
can systematically organize the blood flow in a remarkable way and dissipate any additional heat
in the surrounding vascular system through conduction and convection. However, cancer cells
show a lower capacity to promote a vascular system and, therefore, blood flow decreases and
overheats (at a temperature above 42 ° C). Thus, the viability of the tumor cell is greatly reduced
in the range of 41 ° C to 47 ° C, while healthy cells are hardly affected[57, 59]. Figure 7 shows
the schematic diagram of magnetic hyperthermia treatment. First, a well dispersed solution of
water and the magnetic nanoparticles is prepared. The ferrofluid is then injected into the
cancerous tumor. Next, the patient is submitted to an ACMF, causing a rapid switching of the
particles’ magnetic moments, resulting in dissipated heat which kills the cancerous cells[60-64].
Dissipation is due to rotation of the entire magnetic particle within the surrounding liquid
(Brownian relaxation) and/or the rotation of the magnetic moment within the magnetic core
(Néel relaxation), as shown in Figure 8. Generally, heating power is dominated by the faster
regime of relaxation[65].
Magnetic hyperthermia treatment for cancer has been the focus of many studies
nowadays due its ability to provide a much less invasive and nonaggressive option for cancer
treatment compared to other methods such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy. For magnetic
hyperthermia, the ferrofluid is injected into the patient’s tumor only once and the treatment
requires only a few sessions of application of the ACMF. After that, the body discards the
nanoparticles naturally. This is why it is important for the nanoparticles to present a
14

superparamagnetic-like behavior; they should only present magnetization in the presence of an
ACMF and go back to being demagnetized once it is removed.

Figure 7 Schematic diagram of magnetic hyperthermia treatment

Figure 8 Néel and Brownian relaxation[66]

For the work at hand, two different samples of magnetic nanoparticles, Fe 3O4 and NixCu4x,

were prepared and we will now move forward to describe the experimental details followed by
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the presentation and discussion of the results obtained after characterization and measurements
for hyperthermia.
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Chapter 2: Experimental details
2.1 Synthesis methods
2.1.1 Synthesis of Fe3O4 nanoparticles
The synthesis of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles was carried out using 200 mg of iron (II) chloride
tetrahydrate (99.99% from Fischer Scientific) and 200 mL of ethanol (190 proof from Fischer
Scientific). The iron precursor and ethanol were placed into a sealed stainless-steel vessel (Parr
& Instruments 4838) with argon. The vessel has been heated up to 275 °C where the pressure
raised to 1650 psi (114 bar) for 2 hours. Then it was cooled down to room temperature where the
sample was washed and collected. Synthesis was repeated for 320 °C and 350 °C, with pressure
reaching 109 and 50 bar, respectively. For 350 °C, the temperature in the pressure reactor was
reaching 138, which is not safe for the equipment, so we vented the vessel to release some
pressure.
2.1.2 Synthesis of NixCu4-x nanoparticles
All the materials used in this work were highly pure and bought from Fisher Scientific: Cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) which applied as pore directing agent, nickel (II) acetate
tetrahydrate as nickel precursor, copper (I) chloride as copper precursor, sodium citrate, sodium
borhydride as reducing agent, pure ethanol, and sodium hydroxide as precipitant in addition to
hydrazine. The nickel-copper nanocomposite sample was prepared via wet chemistry. Nickel
acetate powder and copper chloride powder were mixed in the desired composition (71 wt%
nickel, 29 wt% copper). In order to obtain a highly distributed composition over the resulting
nanocomposites, the mixture was stirred for 30 minutes, before it was fixed into crucible. The
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product was collected and annealed up at 300 °C under vacuum condition for 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10
hours.
2.2 Characterization methods
2.2.1 Characterization of Fe3O4 nanoparticles
Crystal structure characterization of the sample was performed using Panalytical X-ray
diffractometer with Cu Kα with radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å). The crystallite size of the nanoparticles
was estimated from the peaks broadening using Scherer formula. Particles size and morphology
of the sample were characterized using scanning-electron microscopy (Hitachi Regulus SEM).
The magnetic properties of the sample were measured using the vibrating sample magnetometer
VersaLab 3 Tesla (VSM) from quantum design. Hysteresis loop, MxH, was measured at 300 K,
with DC magnetic fields up to H=3T. Zero-field-cooling/field-cooling (ZFC/FC) MxT curve was
measured from 50 to 400 K. Finally, AC magnetic hyperthermia measurements were carried out
using G2-D5 Series Multi-mode 1500W Driver from Nanoscale Biomagnetics. The Fe 3O4
nanoparticles were dispersed in 1 mL of distilled water and placed into the equipment coil and
the heat was detected by fiber optic sensor immersed in the particles solution. The concentration
of the solution was 5.6 mg/mL.
2.2.2 Characterization of NixCu4-x nanoparticles
X-ray diffractometer by PANalytical Empyrean 2 revealed a cubic structure of the samples.
FESEM JEOL640 scanning electron microscope and HRTEM JEOL-JEM-1230 transmission
electron microscope were used to study the morphology of the nanoparticles. The magnetic
properties were studied through vibrating sample magnetometry using Quantum Design VSM 3T
Versalab instrument. Feasibility for hyperthermia was measured using G2-D5 Series Multi-mode
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1500W Driver from Nanoscale Biomagnetics. A solution of 5 mg of NiCu nanoparticles
dispersed in 1 ml of water was placed into the G2-D5 coil and an alternating magnetic field at
different intensities and frequencies was applied. A fiber optic sensor was used to detect and
record the induced temperature of the solution.
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Chapter 3: Fe3O4 nanoparticles
3.1 Morphology and structure
Prior to measurements and characterization, the produced Fe 3O4 nanoparticles have shown high
magnetic properties since they were highly attracted to magnets. In order to confirm the
formation of the required Fe3O4 pure phase, the sample was characterized using X-ray
diffractometer as shown in Figure 9. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample confirmed the
formation of Fe3O4 FCC structure. The obtained peaks have been labelled according to the
JCPDS No. 98-005-0273. Moreover, more information regarding the crystalline size was
obtained from Scherer formula [13] based on the dependence of the full width at half maximum
on the crystallite size diameter as seen in Eq. (1).
0.93𝜆

𝐷𝑋𝑅𝐷 = Δ2𝜃 cos 𝜃

(1)

where DXRD is the average crystallite size of the particles, λ is the wavelength of the applied (CuKα) radiation, Δ2θ is the full width of the diffraction peak at its half maximum, and θ is the
Bragg angle (angle between the incident beam and the plane of the crystal). According to Eq. (1),
the Δ2θ of each peak in Figure 9 yields an average size of 65, 43, and 55 nm for synthesis at 275,
350, and 320 °C respectively.
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Figure 9 X-ray diffraction pattern of Fe3O4 nanoparticles

The morphology of the produced Fe3O4 nanoparticles was obtained using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) as shown in Figure 10 (left side) revealing cubic-like shape. The
nanoparticles size distribution has been calculated and fitted by extreme fit as shown in Figure
10 (right side). The nanoparticles present a wide size distribution of 63±17, 128±19, and 90±28
nm respectively. Correspondence of particle size DSEM and crystallite size DXRD is shown in
Table 1.
Table 1 Particle size DSEM and crystallite size DXRD of Fe3O4 nanoparticles.

𝑫𝑺𝑬𝑴

𝑫𝑿𝑹𝑫

(nm)

(nm)

63
128
90

65
43
55
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Figure 10 SEM images and size distribution for 63±30, 128±19, and 90±28 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles

3.2 Magnetic properties
The study of the magnetic properties of Fe3O4 nanoparticles has been done by measuring the
dependence of their magnetization on external magnetic field up to 3T at 300 K and on
temperature at 100 Oe as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. The data obtained in
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Figure 11 imply superparamagnetic-like behavior at 300 K as indicated by the closed hysteresis
loop with high saturation magnetization of 108, 77, and 74 emu/g respectively. The Ms value for
63 nm nanoparticles is higher than the saturation magnetization value of their bulk candidate,
confirming the possibility of enhancing magnetic properties at nanoscale. The value of remnant
magnetization Mr is significantly small, as well as the coercivity is close to zero. All the
magnetic measurement data including the particles size are listed in Table 1. Since the hysteresis
loop is closed and the sample behaves like superparamagnetic (SPM), the magnetic domain size
Dmag was estimated from the initial slope of MxH closed hysteresis loop using Eq. (2) [67]
1
𝑑𝑀 3
𝑑𝐻
𝜋𝜌𝑀𝑠2

18𝑘𝐵 𝑇

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑔 = [

]

(2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature during the hysteresis cycle (300 K),
dM/dH is the initial slope near zero field, ρ is the bulk density value of the sample (5.175 g/cm 3
for Fe3O4), and Ms is the saturation magnetization. Dmag yields 5.9 nm, where such small
magnetic domain size confirms the observation of superparamagnetic (SPM) behavior.
In addition, the magnetization dependence on the temperature at constant field of 100 Oe
has been measured to explore the blocking temperature T B that distinguishes between the
superparamagnetic and the ferromagnetic behavior (Figure 12). To be specific, the sample was
cooled down to 50 K in zero magnetic field then heated up to 400 K under 100 Oe while
recording the magnetization change versus time as zero field cooling curve (ZFC). Then the
sample was cooled down to 50 K in presence of 100 Oe while magnetization dependence on
temperature as field cooling curve (FC) was recorded. The maxima of the ZFC curve presents the
blocking temperature (TB) to be 320, 235, and 192 K respectively as listed as well in Table 2.
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Figure 11 Hysteresis loops of Fe3O4 nanoparticles at room temperature and magnetic field up to 3T

Figure 12 ZFC-FC curves of Fe3O4 nanoparticles at H =100 Oe
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Table 2 Magnetic parameters of Fe3O4 synthesized at different temperatures and pressures

T

Fe3O4
samples

P

TB Dmag DXRD

DSEM

(°C) (bar) (Oe) (emu/g) (emu/g) (K) (nm) (nm)

(nm)

275 114

Hc

Ms

Mr

14

108

1.16

320 5.9

65

63 ± 17

320 109 117

74

6.26

235 7.68

55

90 ± 28

350

77

3.45

192 7.7

43

128 ± 19

50

70

3.3 Feasibility for hyperthermia measurement
In order to use the Fe3O4 nanocubes for medical application such as cancer treatment, their
feasibility for hyperthermia has been measured. Here, the particles were dispersed in 1 ml
distilled water then placed in small vial to be located in water cooled-coil connected to AC
generator where magnetic field strengths and frequencies are applied. The effectiveness of the
heat generation to the solution is determined by specific absorption rate (SAR). SAR is the rate
at which mass absorbs electromagnetic energy when it is exposed to a magnetic field. It is given
by Eq. (3) [68]
𝐶𝑝

𝑆𝐴𝑅 = 𝑚

𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝑇

( 𝑑𝑡 )

𝑡=0

(3)

where Cp is the water specific heat (4.18 J∙g-1∙K-1), mact is the mass of the sample over the total
mass (sample mass + 1 ml of distilled water) and (dT/dt) t=0 is the initial slope of temperaturetime data plotted in Figure 13 for 63 nm nanoparticles. Figure 14 shows the change in
temperature on applied AC magnetic fields H at different frequencies f (144-304 kHz ) for 63 nm
nanoparticles. Figure 15 displays the SAR dependence on applied magnetic field (H=400 Oe) at
different frequency range from 144-304 kHz. The figure shows that SAR values are proportional
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to the applied magnetic field. Figure 16 shows SAR dependence on different applied AC
magnetic fields H at f=304 kHz. The plots were fitted polynomial revealing that SAR is
proportional to H2.
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Figure 13 Temperature vs Time at different AC magnetic fields H and frequencies f for 63 nm particles
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Figure 14 Change in temperature at different AC magnetic fields H and frequencies f for 63 nm particles
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Figure 16 SAR dependence on different applied AC magnetic fields H at f=304 kHz

3.4 Discussion
The superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles have been successfully prepared using supercritical
condition of ethanol. In this method, iron precursor mixed with proper solvent and heated up to
supercritical conditions of the solvent at high temperature and pressure where the precursor
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decomposes to form stable pure phase of Fe 3O4 nanoparticles. The nucleation of the particles
occurred atom by atom at high temperature and pressure conditions producing homogeneous
phase structure as well as well-defined cubic shape. XRD peaks confirmed the formation of
Fe3O4 face centered cubic phase structure with average nanocrystalline sizes of 65, 55, and 43
nm. The SEM images of the sample revealed the formation of cubic-like shape with average
particles size of 63, 90, and 128 nm in good agreement with the crystalline size calculated from
XRD by Scherer equation. From the magnetic measurements, the formed particles yield
superparamagnetic-like behavior in which the magnetic moments are randomly oriented by
removing the applied magnetic field leading to closed hysteresis loop or zero H C. This has been
confirmed from the blocking temperature measurement using MxT curve. Such findings
confirmed that the particles have superparamagnetic-like behavior at the therapeutic temperature
range for hyperthermia therapy (42-47oC), predicting significant heating power dissipated from
the nanoparticles under applied external alternating magnetic field. As listed in Table 2, the data
revealed higher magnetic properties in comparison to the previously published work [16-18].
The feasibility of those particles for hyperthermia has been examined to reveal that the increase
of the applied magnetic field and frequency yields an increasing in the SAR values. Therefore,
the Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles dispersed in water are exhibiting significant heating power,
which make them feasible for hyperthermia treatment of cancer.
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Chapter 4: NixCu4-x nanoparticles
4.1 Morphology and structure
Figure 17 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the six samples under study. Two different
phases of NixCu4-x were found: Ni0.2Cu3.8 (Ref. JCPDS 98-062-8549) and Ni3.68Cu0.32 (Ref.
JCPDS 98-062-8545). The area under the patterns’ peaks reveal an average composition rate of
57% - 43% for NixCu4-x (x=0.2, 3.68). The crystallite size was found using Scherrer equation.

Figure 17 XRD pattern and crystallite size of NixCu4-x nanoparticles annealed at 300 °C for: a) 0 hr, b) 1 hr,
c) 2 hr, d) 3 hr, e) 6 hr, and f) 10 hr
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Scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy were used to study the
morphology of the nanoparticles. Figure 18 shows SEM images and size distribution of NixCu4-x
nanoparticles. It can be observed in SEM images that the samples present homogeneity in size
distribution.

Figure 18 SEM, TEM, and size distribution of NixCu4-x nanoparticles (measured from SEM images)
annealed at 300 °C for: a) 0 hr, b) 1 hr, c) 2 hr, d) 3 hr, and e) 6 hr
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4.2 Magnetic properties
The dependence of magnetization on external magnetic field up to 3T at 300 K is shown in
Figure 19. The close hysteresis loops imply superparamagnetic-like behavior as the remnant
magnetization is significantly low and coercivity is close to zero, but further characterization
shows that the samples present a collaborative behavior being closed-loop SD-ferromagnetic
(single domain)[11].
Figure 20 shows the ZFC-FC curves of the samples at 200 Oe. The blocking temperature
of the samples is between 196 K and 260 K, which is significantly lower than room temperature.
Notice that the samples with the highest saturation magnetization (Ms) have the lowest blocking
temperature (TB).

Figure 19 M-H curves of NixCu4-x nanoparticles
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Figure 20 ZFC-FC curves of NixCu4-x nanoparticles

4.3 Feasibility for hyperthermia measurement
To test the NixCu4-x nanoparticles’ feasibility for hyperthermia treatment of cancer, we dispersed
each sample in water solutions with a 5 mg/ml concentration. The solutions were exposed to an
alternating magnetic field at different amplitudes and frequencies, from 100 to 500 Oe and 144,
164, 304 kHz. Using a fiber-optic sensor, measurements of temperature versus exposure time (Tt) were recorded, as it is shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23 at 144, 164, and 304 kHz respectively.
The figures only portray the magnetic field intensities at which heating occurred and the last one
where there was no heating as reference. It can be observed that increasing the amplitude and
frequency of the applied AC yields to higher temperatures due to the faster rotation of the
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magnetic moments and the particles themselves. Figure 24 shows the change in temperature over
time on applied AC magnetic fields H at different frequencies f. Figure 25 shows the SAR
dependence of the samples on applied AC magnetic fields H at different frequencies f. It can be
observed that the samples annealed for 2, 3, and 6 hours yield the highest SAR values when
submitted to an alternating 400 Oe at 304 kHz magnetic field.
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Figure 21 Temperature vs Time at different AC magnetic fields at 144 kHz for samples annealed at 300 °C
for: a) 0 hr, b) 1 hr, c) 2 hr, d) 3 hr, e) 6 hr, and f) 10 hr
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Figure 23 Temperature vs Time at different AC magnetic fields at 304 kHz for samples annealed at 300 °C
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at 300 °C for 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10 hours, respectively

4.4 Discussion
NixCu4-x (x=0.2, 3.68) nanoparticles have been synthesized by reducing Ni and Cu from metal
precursors using sol-gel route followed by annealing at 300oC at different time intervals for
controlled self-regulating magnetic hyperthermia application (SrMH). SEM, TEM, and XRD
reveal spherical 50-87 nm nanoparticles (DSEM) with FCC cubic structure for different
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compositions of NixCu4-x in good agreement with the crystalline size calculated from XRD by
Scherrer equation. Closed hysteresis loops indicate single domain (SD) ferromagnetic behavior
in which the magnetic moments are randomly oriented by removing the applied magnetic field
leading to closed hysteresis loop or zero HC and with saturation magnetization (Ms) ranging from
13-20 emu/g at 300 K and Curie temperature (T C) ranging from 42-45°C within the therapeutic
temperature limit. The feasibility of hyperthermia has been performed under the therapeutic
limits of AC magnetic field. Compared to the Fe3O4 nanoparticles’ linear-like heating curves,
NixCu4-x nanoparticles present temperature saturation at therapeutic range, which confirms the
single domain ferromagnetic behavior and self-regulated magnetic hyperthermia. The samples
exhibited heating rate and a significant dissipated heating power measured as specific absorption
rate (SAR). Results reveal nanoparticles' feasibility for self-regulating hyperthermia.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
The study of magnetic nanoparticles for hyperthermia treatment has become a very significant
research field for cancer therapy since it can revolutionize the way cancer patients are treated.
Being able to provide a less invasive and nonaggressive option for treating cancer, compared to
other kinds of treatments such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy, could help the patients
undergo treatment in a shorter period of time without experiencing the known traumatic
secondary effects cancer treatment has nowadays.
There are many parameters that need to be controlled when magnetic nanoparticles are
prepared for this kind of studies to guarantee they will be safe for in vivo experiments and for
further clinical trials.
In this work, superparamgnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles dispersible in water have been
synthesized at supercritical conditions of liquids. XRD and SEM measurements showed that the
nanoparticles have Fe3O4 FCC structure with cubic-like shape of average size 63, 90, and 128
nm. The hysteresis loop shows superparamagnetic-like behavior at room temperature and high
saturation magnetization, which makes the nanoparticles highly responsive to magnetic field and
suitable for magnetic hyperthermia treatment. The particles exhibit blocking temperature at the
therapeutic temperature range of hyperthermia therapy. Therefore, the SAR values were
significant to show good potential of Fe 3O4 nanoparticles to be perfect candidates for magnetic
hyperthermia treatment for cancer.
Two phases of NixCu4-x nanoparticles (x=0.2, 3.68) have been successfully synthesized
using sol-gel method followed by annealing at 300 °C for different during 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, and 10
hours. Morphology and crystal structure reveal spherical nanoparticles with cubic structure and
average sizes measured from SEM images of 50-87 nm, and an average composition ratio of the
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two NixCu4-x phases of 57% - 43% respectively. The magnetic properties showed
superparamagnetic behavior for all the samples with an acceptable saturation magnetization at
room temperature. The feasibility of hyperthermia was performed under the therapeutic limits of
alternating magnetic field intensity and frequency. The samples exhibited heating rate and
significant dissipated heating power, which reveals the potential of the NixCu4-x nanoparticles for
hyperthermia treatment of cancer.
In future work, smaller particle sizes with narrower size distribution will be optimized,
their feasibility for magnetic hyperthermia will be recorded, and in vitro/in vivo studies for
tumor cells will be performed.
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